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Introduction (1)

z Multivariate density estimation with finite samples,
especially high-dimensional, is difficult to accomplish.
�Computational approaches based on Machine Learning are quite

slow, sub-optimal, dependent on initial conditions.

z Map the data into a lower-dimensional space and solve the
problem in this low-dimensional space.

z 2 types of methods for density estimation
�Data reduction

�Dimensionality reduction



Introduction (2)

z Data Reduction by Vector quantization(VQ) and clustering
�Objective

•  Approximates a training sample using a small number of prototype
vectors C = {c1, c2,… cm}, where m <<  n (sample size).

�Zeroth approximation: by a collection of points (prototypes) in the
same space.

�VQ method
• Minimizing a well defined approximation(quantization) error when

the number of prototypes m is fixed a priori.

�Clustering
• Finding interesting groupings of training samples

Examples of Vector Quantization and
Clustering

Introduction (4)

z Dimensionality reduction
�Objective

• Find a mapping from a d-dimensional input space into some m-
dimensional output space, where m << n .

z = G(x):                     encoder

x′ = F(z):                     decoder

x′ = F(G(x)) : encoding-decoding process

Approximating function

Risk minimizing function to minimize

�Loss function: Squared error distortion

�Example: principal component analysis(PCA)
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Examples of Dimensionality Reduction

A linear principal component A nonlinear principal curve



Introduction (5)

z Goal of VQ: compression of a data set by prototypes

z Goal of clustering: interpretation (finding interesting
groupings of data points).

z Goal of dimensionality reduction: good interpretation (in
1-D or 2-D).

z Thus the goal of  the methods of this chapter (VQ,
clustering, or dimensionality reduction) is to minimize the
empirical risk rather than the expected risk R(w) (as in
predictive learning).

Introduction (6)

z The methods in this chapter can be used in four different
ways:
�Data/dimensionality reduction

• Produces a compact/low-dimensional encoding of a given data set.

� Interpretation

�Predictive modeling

�Preprocessing for supervised learning
• Preprocessing reduces the effective dimensionality of the input space.

• Preprocessing also reduces the number of input samples.

6.1 Vector Quantization (1)

z The purpose of VQ:
�To encode either continuous or discrete data vectors in order to

transmit them over a digital communications channels

�Where data must be transmitted with high bandwidth but toleration
some loss in fidelity (in speech and image processing).

z Creating a complete data compression system
�Design of an encoder (quantizer) and a decoder

z The task of designing a vector quantizer system
�To determine the regions and output vectors that minimize the

distortion error.

6.1 Vector Quantization (2)



6.1.1 Optimal Source Coding in VQ

z A vector quantizer Q

      Q:ℜd → C
C = {c1, c2,…,cm}, cj = output vector in ℜd for each j

z Associated with every m points quantizer is a partition

      Rj = Q-1(cj) = {x∈ℜd : Q(x) = cj}

  where
R = {R1, R2, …, Rm}

6.1.1 Optimal Source Coding in VQ (2)

z Vector valued approximation functions f(x,ω), ω∈Ω for
vector quantization.

z Loss function: squared error distortion

z A vector quantizer is called optimal if it minimizes
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6.1.1 Optimal Source Coding in VQ (3) 6.1.1 Optimal Source Coding in VQ (4)

z Loss function: squared error distortion

z  Lloyd-Max Conditions
�Two necessary conditions for an vector quantizer

• For the decoding operation, given a specific encoder
• For the encoding operation, given a specific decoder

Necessary condition for optimality o the output points is

Since Ai is either zero or one,
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6.1.1 Optimal Source Coding in VQ (5)

1. Optimality condition for the decoder (determining the
output vectors) :

for an optimal quantizer the output vectors must be given by the
centroid of X, given that X ∈ Kj: ]|[ jj XXE Rc ∈=

6.1.1 Optimal Source Coding in VQ (6)

�The second optimality condition is obtained by Taking the output
vectors as given and finding the best partition to minimize the
mean-squared error

�Let x ∈ Rj  and we have

    Then the error would be decreased if the partition is altered by
removing the point x from Rj and including it in Rk.
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6.1.1 Optimal Source Coding in VQ (7)

2. Optimality condition for the encoder (determining optimal
quantization regions)

�This is the nearest-neighbor partition the Voronoi Partition. Rj are
knows as the Voronoi regions
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6.1.2 Generalized Lloyd Algorithm (1)

z Scalar quantizer design (Lloyd, 1957)

z Generalized for vector quantization (Linde et al. 1980)

z Given initial encoder , decoder
�Two necessary conditions are repeatedly applied.

z GLA solution is only locally optimum.

z The quality of solution depends on the choice of initial
encoder and decoder.



6.1.2 Generalized Lloyd Algorithm (2)

z Given training data xi, i = 1,…,n, loss function L, and
initial centers cj(0), j = 1,…,m,
1. Encode the training data into the channel symbols using the

minimum distance rule. This partitioning is stored in an n × m
indicator matrix Q whose elements are defined by

2. Determine the centroids of the training points by channel symbol.
Replace the old reproduction vectors with these centroids:
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6.1.2 Generalized Lloyd Algorithm (3)

3. Repeat steps 1-2 until the empirical risk reaches some small
threshold, or some other stopping condition is reached. Note that
the optimality conditions guarantee that the empirical risk never
increase with each step of the algorithm.

Example 6.1 : GLA

z              initial

After 20 interation

z Limitation of GLA
�Need for the initial values of the centers cj, j=1,…,m

�Dependent on initialization

GLA: Stochastic Approximation Version

1. Determine the nearest center ci(k) to the data point x(k)

2. Update the output center
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6.1.2 Generalized Lloyd Algorithm (7)

z Poorly chosen initial prototype centers lead to “bad”
locally optimal solutions.
�Unutilized or dead units in neural networks

z Solutions
�Applying GLA many times

�Self organizing map

�Conscience mechanism (DeSieno, 1988)
• Each unit keeps track of the number of its past winnings in step 1

• frequent winners reduce their winning rate
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Examples for Effects of Initializations of
Centers

z      3 out of 5 were unused

z     7 out of 20 were unused

6.1.3 Clustering and Vector Quantization

z Clustering
�Separates a data set into a number of groups based on some

measure of similarity.

�Outside of the framework of predictive learning

�Variants of GLA are used for clustering (k-means, c-means).

�Similarity measure is chosen subjectively based on ability to create
interesting clusters.

�Partitional methods
• One sample assigned to one cluster

• One sample associated with several clusters
�Mixture models

�Fuzzy clustering

�Hierarchical methods
• agglomerative (bottom up)

• divisive (top down)

6.1.4 EM Algorithm for VQ and Clustering
(1)

z Ripley (1996)
�Vector quantization can be seen as a special case of a finite

mixture, in which the components are constant densities over the
tiles of the Dirichlet (or Voronoi) tesselation formed by the
codebook.

⇒ NOT TURE since EM solves density estimation using ML
while GLA minimizes empirical risk with L 2 loss function

�Mixture approximation as a sum of constant densities over a set of
Voronoi regions

Aj=I(X∈Rj), Voronoi regions Rj ⊃ {x ∈ ℜd : ||x - cj|| < ||x - ck||   for
all k ≠ j}, cj is density parameter not a vector quantizer, w are
mixing weights.
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6.1.4 EM Algorithm for VQ and Clustering
(2)

�E-Step

• Same as the first step of the genealized Lloyd algorithm (like channel
symbol).

�M-Step

• Number of samples in each Voronoi region:
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6.1.4 EM Algorithm for VQ and Clustering
(3)

�Features in the maximization problem
1. Maximum occurs when

2. Minimum occurs when

3. This function can be maximized by the solution cj(k+1) = cj(k), since
samples are already partitioned according to Voronoi regions from the
E-step.

�The solution provided by EM formulation is uninteresting because
of the discontinuous disjoint nature of the Voronoi regions
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6.1.4 EM Algorithm for VQ and Clustering
(4)

z Bishop (1995)
�M-step for a mixture of gaussians

�E-step for a density of a mixture of gaussians

�This is different from the minimum distance rule in the correct
GLA
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6.1.4 EM Algorithm for VQ and Clustering
(5)

�To see the connection between EM and GLA, we take two ratio

• Only one of the probabilities πij is nonzero.

• NN-rule can be seen as a rough approximation to the correct E-step
for a mixture of gaussians.

• However, ML breaks down as σ → 0 and fails to provide a unique
solution.

• Thus, the validity of this approximation for ML (or EM fir clustering)
is questionable.
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Example 6.2: Clustering via EM
6.2 Dimensionality Reduction: Statistical
Methods

z Dimensionality reduction
�Encoding G: input space ℜd → feature space ℜm (m<d)

�Decoding F: ℜm → ℜd

z Given a vector valued random variable X∈ℜd, we seek to
find a mapping    f(X,ω)=F(G(X)) that minimizes the risk:

�When the risk is minimized, Z = G(X) provides the lower
dimensional feature space ℜm of the original data X.
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6.2.1 Linear Principal Components

z In principal component analysis(PCA), a set of data are
summarized as a linear combination of an orthonormal set
of vectors.

z Mapping zi=xiV provides a low-dimensional projection of
vectors xi if m<d

z Approximation function
�u : mean of {xi}
�V : a           matrix with orthogonal columns

z The Principal component decomposition estimates
�Estimates the projection matrix V (            matrix) which

minimizes the empirical risk:
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6.2.1 Linear Principal Components
(Cont’d)

�The first principal component (linear principal component, m=1) is
an axis in the direction of maximum variance, so we are to find V,
z.



6.2.1 Linear Principal Components
(Cont’d)

z The parameter matrix V and the projection vectors z are
found using the singular value decomposition(SVD) of the
data matrix X, given by                  where
�U : columns are eigenvectors of

�V : columns are eigenvectors of

z The decomposition becomes
�

�where        denotes the modified             eigenvalue matrix where only
the first m elements on the diagonal are nonzero.

z The m-dimensional projection vectors are given by
where Z is an         matrix with rows zi for xi and Vm is a
matrix constructed from the first m columns of V.
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Properties of Principal components

z Principal Components have the following optimal
properties in the class of linear functions
1. The principal components Z provide a linear approximation that represents

the maximum variance of the original data in a low-dimensional
projection.

2. They also provide the best low-dimensional linear representation in the
sense that the total sum of squared distance from the data points to their
projections in the space are minimized. (Fig. 6. 10).

3. If the mapping functions F and G are restricted to the class of linear
functions, the composition F(G(x)) provides the best (i.e., minimum
empirical risk approximation to the data, where the functions F and G are
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Properties of Principal components
(Cont’d)

z The PCA is most appropriate for approximating
multivariate normal distributions.

z The PCA is a special case of projection pursuit where the
performance index is variance.

z There are many online(neural networks) methods for the
PCA.



6.2.2 Principal Curves and Surfaces

z Linear principal component is well-suited for
approximating gaussian-type distribution, but does not
provide meaningful characteristics.

z More flexible nonlinear generalization of principal
components can be constructed if F and G are chosen from
the set of continuous functions.

z Two general approach
�Multi-layer perceptron architecture for implementing F and G.

(This does not take the advantage of the inverse relationship
between F and G.)

�Self-organizing map(SOM) method and principal curves approach:
define G in terms of a suitable approximation to the inverse of F.

6.2.2 Principal Curves and Surfaces

z Principal curves and surfaces (or manifolds)
�A smooth nonlinear curve which used to approximate the joint

behavior of the two or more variables (Fig. 6. 11).

�The principal curve is a nonlinear generalization of the irst
principal component (m=1).

�The principal manifold is a generalization of the first two principal
components (m=2).

�The principal curve (manifold) is a vector valued function F(z, w)
witch minimizes the empirical risk:
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6.2.2 Principal Curves and Surfaces
(Cont’d)

z Self-consistency property
�A point on the curve has the mean value of its neighbors.(fig6.12)



6.2.2 Principal Curves and Surfaces
(Cont’d)

z Formal definition of the principal curve with consistency
property
�A curve is a principal curve of the density of the random variable

X     Rj if ,

�Encoder mapping

�Decoder mapping
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6.2.2 Principal Curves and Surfaces
(Cont’d)

z Principal curves v.s. vector quantization
�Difference(see p.171 (6.17)(6.19))

• G is a continuous function.

• R uses indices.

�Similarity
• both suggest the use of a similar iterative algorithm.

• VQ - GLA

• PC - Hastie and Stuetzle

6.2.2 Principal Curves and Surfaces
(Cont’d)

z Iterative algorithm for estimating principal curves of xi,
i=1,…,n. (        is an initial estimate of d-valued function
F(z))
�1. Projection. For each data point find the closest projected point

on the curve:

�2. Conditional-expectation.

• Estimate the conditional expectation
using                 as training data for the regression problem.
This can be done by smoothing each coordinate of x over z via
nonparametric regression method.

�3. Increasing flexibility. Decrease the smoothing parameter of the
regression estimator.
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Example 6.3 One Iteration of the Principal Curves Algorithm



Dimensionality Reduction :
Neural Network Methods

z Self-organizing maps (SOM)

z MLP network in a self-supervised mode

Discrete Principal Curves and Self-
organizing Map Algorithm

z Coordinate system of the feature space  Rm is discretized
into a map and that distances exist between all elements of
the set.

z Finite set of possible values of the feature space

z         to indicate element

z encode function

z decode function
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Batch SOM Algorithm (1)

z The locations of the units in the feature space are fixed and
take values          .

z Given
�Training data:

� Initial centers:

z The location of the units in the input space Rd will be
updated iteratively.
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Batch SOM algorithm (2)

z 1. Projection
�For each data point find the closest projected point on the curve:

z 2. Conditional-expectation
�Determine the conditional expectation using a kernel regression

estimate:

z 3. Increasing flexibility
�Decrease α, the width of the kernel, and repeat until the empirical

risk reaches some small threshold.
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Example: One Iteration of the Self-
Organizing Map Algorithm

z Data

�20 samples of the “doughnut” distribution is generated.

�We observe only the two dimensional data x(z is not known).

1. Find the index of the closest center for each of the 20 data points and
the corresponding feature element.

2. Estimate the new principal curve          using the results from the first
step(described by 2 function).

3. The centers are then recomputed by evaluating the principal curves
estimate.

4. Decrease α.
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Steps of the SOM Algorithm

+ : Data point
x : New centers

Neighborhood Function & Neighborhood
Decrease Rate

z The neighbor decrease rate is usually chosen based on trial and error
for a specific application.

z Commonly used neighborhood function and neighborhood decrease
schedule.

• k : iteration step

• kmax : maximum number of iterations

• αinitial  is chosen so that the neighborhood covers all the units.

• αfinal controls the smoothness of the mapping.
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Statistical Interpretation of the SOM
Method

z Principal curve interpretation of the SOM algorithm leads to some
interesting insights into the nature of self-organization.

z The result of the SOM is not similar to that of kernel smoothing.
� Applies kernel smoothing iteratively using a kernel span that gradually

decreases.

�  Kernel Smoothing is done in the feature space, not in the sample space.

z The SOM algorithm involves a kernel smoothing problem.
� Known properties of kernel smoothers can be used to explain some of the

strengths and limitations of the SOM.

� ex) Kernel shape, span, selection, etc.

z The principal curve interpretation leads to three important insights of
the SOM algorithm.
� Continuous mapping

� Dimensionality reduction

� Other regression estimates



Continuous Mapping

z Continuous mapping from sample space to topological space as
long as the distance measure used in the projection step and kernel
function is continuous with respect to the euclidean distance measure.

z Kernel smoothing function provides a continuous functional mapping
between the topological space and the sample space for any point in
the topological space.

z The number of units as well as the topology of the map can be changed
as self-organization proceeds.

Dimensionality Reduction

z SOM algorithm is capable of performing dimensionality reduction in
some conditions.

z The estimation error of kernel smoothers increases for a fixed sample
size as the problem dimensionality (in this context, the dimensionality
of the map) increases.

z The SOM algorithm may not perform well with high-dimensional
maps.

Other Regression Estimates

z Locally weighted linear smoothing

z Spline smoothing

z The choice of regression estimate causes qualitative differences in the
structure of the SOM.

� Kernel smoothing when neighborhood is large.

• The units of the map form a tight cluster around the centroid of the
data.

� Local linear smoothing when neighborhood is large.

• The SOM approximates the first principal components during the
initial iterations.

Comparison of SOM Maps



How the Neighborhood Affects the
Smoothness of the SOM

z Starting with a wide neighborhood and decreasing seems to provide the best
qualitative results.

z But not much is known about the optimal rate of decrease or the final width.

z Assuming that the map changes quasi-statically, the neighborhood decrease
can be interpreted as an increasing model complexity parameter.

� Assuming that the neighborhood width is decreased slowly, determining
the final neighborhood becomes a model selection problem, which has
known statistical solution(e.g., cross-validation).

Another Interpretation of SOM (1)

z View SOM as a vector quantizer for cases where the
encoded symbols are corrupted with noise.
�The neighborhood function corresponds to the pdf of the

corrupting noise.

�Related to the simulated annealing viewpoint which interpret the
neighborhood as the pdf of the noise process in annealing.

z SOM is similar to VQ.

� A set of codebook vectors approximate the distribution of the input signal.

z SOM is different from GLA for VQ.

� Ordering is maintained between the units.
• Preserve the distance relations during the self-organizing process.

� Minimize an objective function which changes over time because of the
decreasing neighborhood.

• Help to produce solutions insensitive to initial conditions.

• Overcome the problems with the GLA.

• Kernel smoothing step effectively updates every center.

Another Interpretation of SOM (2) Flow-Through Version of the SOM

z Stochastic approximation

z 1. Determine the nearest unit(winning unit) to the data point.

z 2. Update all the units using the update equation.

� β(k): Learning rate schedule
• Should gradually decrease with the iteration step k.

• Heuristic schedule may result in a situation where the training examples
contribute unequally to the final model.

� Sensitive to the order of presentation of training example.

� α(k): Neighborhood decrease function

z 3. Decrease the learning rate and the neighborhood width.
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Heuristic Schedule for SOM Algorithm

z Heuristic Schedule(learning rate & neighborhood function schedules)
may result in a situation where the training samples contribute
unequally to the final model.

z Neighborhood analysis is difficult, but learning rate analysis can be
done computationally for a given problem instance.

Learning Rate Analysis (1)

z Learning rate analysis of a popular exponential learning
rate schedule

�For the flow-through version of SOM with a one-dimensional(m=1)
discrete feature space, and neighborhood function.
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Learning Rate Analysis (2)

z Analysis of heuristic learning rate.

z 1. Simplify the notation in the updating step.

z 2. After the first iteration

z At iteration step k
� Depend on a weighted sum of the initial position of the units and every

data point presented to the algorithm.

� The weights of the weighted sum quantify the contribution of the initial
conditions and of each presentation of the data.
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z When using the learning rate showed previously the
contribution of data points in the early iterations is much
less than in later iteration.
�Unequal contribution of the training data on the final unit

positions.

Learning Rate Analysis (3)



Improved Learning Rate (1)

� b is total number of units.

� kmax is total number of presentations.

z When Kmax is large

�Similar to the schedule commonly used for the stochastic
optimization version of the GLA for VQ.

�GLA can be seen as a specific case of SOM.
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SOM Applications

z Two examples of SOM for clustering real world data
�Clustering of phonemes with the original SOM

�Clustering of customer/market survey data using a tree structured
SOM

Clustering of Phonemes

1. Unlabeled data is collected from the speaker.

2. The mapping from the input space to the feature space is
approximated using a SOM with a two-dimensional feature
map.

3. These features could be used for interpreting future
phoneme data by projecting future data onto the map and
observing the resultant distances.

Clustering of Customer/Market Survey
Data

z Divide customers into semantically meaningful groups based on
register receipt, market surveys, and other consumer data.

z Tree-structured SOM (TS-SOM) is used.
� Hierarchical partitioning strategy to cluster the input space.

1. SOM is used to cluster the whole input space.

2. The data falling in each cluster are then approximated using separated
SOM (first level).

3. Continued until the terminating depth in the tree is reached.



Modification of SOM for Modeling
Structured Distributions

z Original SOM uses fixed map topology.

� The distance between any two elements of the discrete feature space is
fixed a priori.

� Poor at more complicated, non-convex or structured distribution.

z MST-SOM

� Increase the flexibility of the SOM to fit structured distributions.

� Use a minimum spanning tree topology to define the topological space
adaptively during each iteration of SOM training.

Minimum Spanning Tree

Poor Representation of Distributions that
are not Convex

Convex

Not Convex

MST-SOM Algorithm

0. Initialization
� Given training data , and an initial centers

1. Minimum spanning tree
� In the sample space determine the MST for the centers          , using,

for example, Kruskal’s method.

2. Projection
� For each data point, find the closest center.

3. Conditional-expectation
� Determine the conditional expectation using a kernel regression estimate.

� Note that neighborhood function is defined in term of the MST distance measure.

4. Increasing flexibility
� Decrease α.
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Representation of the Plus Distribution
Using MST-SOM

MST-SOM in Computer Vision

z Traditional computer vision techniques for skeletonization require the
knowledge of a boundary between image and background pixels.
� Very difficult for sparse images.

z Application of MST SOM to sparse image produces very good skeletal
shapes.

z Representation of circular region using heuristic modification.

Skeletonization Using the MST-SOM Self-Supervised MLP

z Nonlinear dimensionality reduction can also be performed using the MLP.

z The parameters of the network are chosen to minimize the empirical risk.

z Self-supervised
� During training the output samples are identical to the input samples.

z Simplest form of self-supervised MLP
� A single hidden layer of m nonlinear units.

� d linear input/output units (m < d).



z In order to effectively construct a nonlinear dimensionality reduction,
the mapping functions, F and G must both be nonlinear.
� Bourland and Kamp (1988)

z Implementation of nonlinear dimensionality reduction with the MLP requires
both F and G to be nonlinear.

z If using only one MLP, it will become linear PCA.
z A 3-hidden-layer network should be used.

z Mapping function

z Note that back-propagation training approach

does not directly take advantage of the inverse relationship.
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Nonlinear Dimensionality Reduction with
MLP


